Student Feedback on Classroom Instruction - Fall 2017

There are 18 questions in this survey

Student Feedback on Classroom Instruction

Instructions:

Please respond to the following statement using the scale provided.

1
The instructor provided concise presentations and engaging, thought-provoking classroom activities that helped me learn. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  usually applies  sometimes applies  rarely applies  almost never applies

2
The instructor consistently displayed energy and enthusiasm. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  usually applies  sometimes applies  rarely applies  almost never applies

3
The instructor promoted an environment of interpersonal and intercultural respect, inclusion, and tolerance. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:
4 The instructor demonstrated a genuine concern for student success in the course. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

5 The syllabus for this course clearly outlined the manner in which the instructor graded. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

6 The syllabus clearly defined the attendance policy and my responsibilities for this class. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies  usually applies
sometimes applies  sometimes applies
rarely applies  rarely applies
almost never applies  almost never applies

7
The instructor taught the course in a manner consistent with the syllabus. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies       usually applies
sometimes applies    sometimes applies
rarely applies       rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

8
The instructor encouraged or required active participation. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies       usually applies
sometimes applies    sometimes applies
rarely applies       rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

9
The course materials helped me learn. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies       usually applies
sometimes applies    sometimes applies
rarely applies       rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

10
Exams or other evaluation methods consisted of topics outlined in class. *

Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies  almost always applies
usually applies       usually applies
sometimes applies    sometimes applies
11 The use of audiovisual aids enhanced the course. (Audiovisual aids include items such as overheads, slides, films, whiteboards, SmartBoards, etc.) *
Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

12 Class presentations were well-prepared, organized, and used class time wisely. *
Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

13 The instructor graded tests, papers, and assignments based on established guidelines and provided feedback in a timely manner. *
Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

- almost always applies
- usually applies
- sometimes applies
- rarely applies
- almost never applies

14 The instructor routinely provided information about student progress in the course. *
Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies almost always applies
usually applies usually applies
sometimes applies sometimes applies
rarely applies rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

15

1. This course met my overall expectations.


Choose one of the following answers

Please choose only one of the following:

almost always applies almost always applies
usually applies usually applies
sometimes applies sometimes applies
rarely applies rarely applies
almost never applies almost never applies

Open ended questions.

Instructions:

Please respond to the following open ended questions.

16

Would you recommend this course to another student? Explain.

Please write your answer here:

17

What other comments or suggestions do you have about the course and/or the instructor?
Please write your answer here:

18
Do you have any comments or suggestions about Brightspace, MySSCOK, or the SSC Website? Please be specific.

Please write your answer here:

Thank you for your responses!
11-21-2017 – 17:00

Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.